
TITLE:- GIRLS COMMON ROOM  

GOAL 

 To facilitate students with a common area for various unresolved purpose. 

 To focus on providing safe environment in bad weather conditions in between the gaps as 

per their time table. 

 It aims for reduction of unnecessary chaos which students often create inside the college 

premises.  

 To provide a separate area for frequent rehearsals of cultural events or other programs. 

 It aims to provide a place for combined studies and discussions between students.  

CONTEXT 

 All students were communicated about the importance of common room and were 

encouraged to make best possible use of the common room for student welfare. 

 A girls common room has its independent importance as it provides better discipline 

environment among girls also, it reduces students crowd at college premises creating a 

noisy and disturbing echo for others. 

THE PRACTICES 

 During the student orientation programs a proposal for girls common room was 

highlighted. 

 A proposal was made by teachers in front of principal by taking the student feedback. 

 A room was proposed and finally chosen and furnished with adequate chair, table and 

benches. 

EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS  

 It plays a vital role in maintaining discipline among girls who were often found roaming 

unnecessarily in the corridors of college. 

 Students coming from distant areas now could easily spent more time span attending 

classes as well as other curricular activities. 

 Students were witnessed ease in having their meals and also it reduced litter in the 

college premises. 

PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED 

 Demand for furniture required fund which was rectified by reusing the old discarded 

furniture. 

 To maintain discipline among girls even inside the common room efforts were made by 

teachers by communicating them the rules to be followed. 



TITLE: SANITARY NAPKIN INCINETOR/ DESTROYER MACHINE  

GOAL 

 To cultivate the habit of using sanitary napkins and disposing them off properly among 

the girls in college. 

 The overflowing bins in washrooms are manually scavenged and emptied which seems to 

question ourselves that why we create filth and make others clean our filth. 

 People working in such landfills are vulnerable to all types of bacterial infections so it 

becomes our moral duty to make use of technology in order to make social benefit of it. 

CONTEXT 

 When feminine hygiene products and sanitary napkins are flushed down the toilet, they 

can pollute streams and other water sources underground causing hormonal changes in 

wildlife and enable harmful organisms to enter food chains. 

PRACTICE 

 All the students were communicated to use vendor machines in disposal area. 

 In order to cultivate the habit of using sanitary napkins and disposing those off properly 

the girls in the college were given special sessions of demonstration. 

EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS 

 Reduction in disposal at washroom bins was found to be a huge success. 

 A good hygienic practice was introduced among college girls. 

PROBLEM ENCOUNTERED 

 It took several efforts and time to make students understand the importance and 

implement this practice in their daily life because many students were from remote areas 

where use of sanitary napkins is still not in practice.  

 


